STANDARD PLANS

GUARDRAIL STANDARD

General Notes:

1. 20'-0" rail panels may be used in place of 12'-6" panels, except on curves with a rail radius of less than 300 ft.
2. Guardrail height shall be set from the grade at the face of rail.
3. Designations provided in brackets [ ] reference standard elements detailed in a guide to standardized highway barrier hardware, latest adopts normal additions-middle joint cooperative committee.
4. See std. no. 11-1 for beam guardrail delineators.
5. Pads under appropriate 606 items, or as shown on plans.
6. Dimensions of plastic and synthetic blockouts are as shown on manufacturer's drawings.

Beam Guardrail Thrie Beam Double-Faced (Steel)

Dimensions of plastic and synthetic blockouts are as shown on manufacturer's drawings.